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Level 3 Unit 4 Create the Built Environment: Health,
Safety and Environmental Influences
Q1
The majority of candidates provided two appropriate advantages of using
renewable energy sources for a construction project, mainly focussed on
sustainability over the long term and not causing pollution. Some
candidates correctly identified appropriate advantages but failed to provide
a description, and some provided responses focussed on a construction site,
which did not attract any marks.
Q2
Candidates generally provided one description of reducing waste during
concreting operations, mainly focussed on correct storage or avoiding overordering. Some candidates provided descriptions related to general waste
reduction and did not focus on concreting operations. Some correctly
identified two appropriate methods but failed to provide adequate
descriptions, which did not attract any marks.
Q3
A few candidates provided one uninsured cost to a construction organisation
associated with on-site accidents, mainly focussed on fines or legal costs.
Many candidates provided descriptions of insured costs, for example
compensation claims and many incorrectly provided general cost
descriptions related to damaged materials. Some candidates correctly
identified appropriate costs but failed to provide a description, which did not
attract any marks.
Q4
A few candidates provided one benefit of using combined heat and power
for a construction project, mainly focussed on reduced maintenance or
centralised controls. Some candidates did not read the question correctly
and provided disadvantages of CHP, and some provided responses focussed
on a construction site rather than a construction project. Many candidates
correctly identified appropriate benefits but failed to provide a description,
which did not attract any marks.
Q5
The majority of candidates provided descriptions of three appropriate topics
that could be included as part of a site induction, mainly focussed on site
rules for safe procedures, manual handling on-site, and use of personal
protective clothing. Some candidates provided a simple description of
topics but failed to develop their answers and therefore did not attract full
marks. Some correctly identified appropriate topics but failed to provide a
description, which did not attract any marks.
Q6
Some candidates provided one description of an appropriate measure used
to control dust during demolition, mainly focussed on the use of water
sprays or screening the area. Some incorrectly focussed on site safety in
terms of using personal protective equipment or exposure to asbestos.
Candidates generally identified suitable methods but failed to develop their

answers into a description and therefore did not attract any marks, or only
provided a simple description which did not attract full marks.
Q7
A few candidates provided two descriptions of suitable measures used to
enforce health and safety legislation, mainly focussed on imposing fines for
non-compliance and the use of prohibition notices. Many candidates
incorrectly provided responses focussed on the use of risk assessments by
site managers or provided information related to general safety measures
for example the use fall prevention measures. Many candidates provided
simple descriptions but failed to develop their answers into more detailed
descriptions and therefore did not attract full marks.
Q8
Few candidates provided an appropriate explanation of the purpose of an
Energy Performance Certificate, mainly focussing on information related to
performance ratings and energy efficiency of a building. However, the
majority of candidates demonstrated limited understanding of Energy
performance Certificates and only provided one or two briefly explained
purposes, limiting their marks. Candidates needed to provide a sound
understanding for a range of fully explained purposes to attract full marks.
Q9
Some candidates provided appropriate descriptions of the main hazards to
be considered during a risk assessment for erection of the timber frame,
mainly focussed on lifting of the panels and falling from height. However,
many candidates provided responses based on general site hazards not
specific to the scenario, or failed to focus on the main hazards associated
with the erection of the timber frame. The majority of candidates
demonstrated limited understanding of appropriate risk assessment and
only provided one or two briefly described hazards limiting their marks.
Candidates needed to provide a sound understanding for a range of fully
described hazards to attract full marks.
Q10
The response for this question required descriptions within a structure
report. The majority of the candidates provided poorly structured reports
with no introduction or conclusion and with a main content consisting of
brief descriptions or lists of benefits. Many of the responses failed to
adequately analyse the scenario and provided general benefits of modern
methods of construction that were either not related to the scenario or not
related to the environment. Only a few candidates provided responses
using a good structured format including detailed descriptions and a
conclusion based on the evidence produced within the body of the report.
The majority of candidates demonstrated limited understanding of
environmental benefits and only provided one or two briefly described
benefits, limiting their marks. Candidates needed to provide a sound
understanding for a range of fully described benefits to attract full marks.
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